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LESSON 15 

Rules for Specific Initial-Letter Contractions 

Upon, These, Those, Whose, There 
 
^u upon  

^! these  
^? those  

^: whose 

"! there  
  
These five contractions should only be used when their whole word 
meaning is retained. Do not use them in words like blathered, Dupont, 
or hypotheses. 
 

Had  _H 
Use the had contraction only when the a is short.  
 

Ever  "E 
The ever contraction is only used when the stress is on the first e, and 
when its letters are not preceded by i or e. Words like severe  should 
not contain the ever contraction.  
 

Here   "H and Name  "N 
Use these contractions only when all of their letters fall into the same 
syllable. They should not be used in words like enamel.  
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One "O 
This contraction is used when its letters fall into the same syllable of a 
word (phone, done), with the following exceptions:  
(1) Do not use this contraction when its letters are preceded by the 
letter o, as in words like Boone.  
(2) Use the one contraction in words that end with oney like honey or 
money.  
(3) Use this contraction in the two words honest and monetary and 
their derivatives (words like honesty and monetarily).  
 

Some  "S 
Use this contraction only when its letters form a syllable of the basic 
word. It is used in loathsome and handsomest but not in ransomed or 
somersalt. 
 

Time "T 
Use this contraction when its letters are pronounced the same as the 
word time. Therefore, the contraction is used in words like pastime or 
Timex but not in words like centimeter or multimedia.  
 

Under  "U 
Use this contraction wherever its letters occur, with the following 
exceptions:  
(1) Do not use the under contraction when its letters are preceded by 
the letters a or o, such as in flounder or launder.  
(2) Do not use this contraction when any of its letters fall into a prefix, 

such as in words like underogatory. 

 

Source: Rules of Unified English Braille 

 


